
   
APPENDIX 2 

Metadata checklist for authors delivering metadata for maps  

(* = required) 

 
Information 
 Owner of the map(s)  (Please copy and paste this section to match the number of sources) 

 
*Organisation name: <Type in the name of your organisation> 
*Contact person: <Type in name> 
*Address (email): <Type in email> 
*Address (web site): <Address - web site> 
Address (delivery point): <Type in adress> 

 
Map 

*Title: <Title given to the map. Please copy and paste this section to match the number of sources) 
*Geographical coverage: <Type in the full country names covered by the graph> 
*Description: <Type in a short summary of the context of the graph> 
*Tags / keywords: <Type in tags / keywords> 
*Theme (EEA): <Type in max. 3 themes. See list at http://themes.eea.eu.int> 
*Temporal coverage: <Type in the set of years/ timerange of the graph> 
Additional information:   <Type in footnotes and any other relevant information> 
EEA management plan year: <Year> 
EEA project code or ETC implementation plan code: <Type in code> 
Link to the original delivery (e.g. on CIRCA): <Type in link>    
*Unit: <Type in unit(s)> 

 
Persons involved 

*Contact person(s) for EEA: <Type in in-house contacts> 
*Creator: <Type in the name for the person creating the content of this item> 
Processor: <Type in the name for the technical producer or processor of data> 
Contributor: <Type in the names of people that have contributed to this item> 

 
Copyrights 

*Does EEA have the copyright to publish   
the map in reports?                                          Yes:               No:    
*Does EEA have the copyright to publish  
the map as a pdf.doc on the web?                     Yes:               No:    
*Does EEA have the copyright to publish the  
underpinning data on the EEA Data Service?     Yes:               No:    

 
Methodology description 

*<Description of steps to make in order to redo the map; description of shp-files, dbf-files etc. to use; 
which fields to join; changes or speciel conditions> 

*Coordinate system (if not EEA standard): <Coordinate system> 
 
Datasets retrieved from: (Please copy and paste this section to match the number of 
datasets used to create the map) 
 
Source Dataset 1 

*Name: <Organisation name> 
*Organisation/source name: <Organisation name> 
*Address (web site): <Address - web site> 
Production year: <Type in the year of production> 
Contact person: <Type in name> 
Address (email): <Type in email> 
URL: <Type in the URL> (In case data comes from the EEA Data Service please 
provide the EEA Data Service URL) 
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